The carrier film for electronic components has a multi-layer structure consisting of a fusion, inner and structural layer. In some cases, an antistatic agent is mixed in a fusion layer, which is an ethylene-vinylacetate copolymer (EVA) etc, for avoiding electrification of polymer film. An antistatic effect appears by bleeding of the antistatic agent to the surface from the inside of the base polymer. On the other hands, a low-density polyethylene (LDPE) etc was used as inner layer to keep the adhesiveness between the fusion layer and structural layer. In this case, double-layer consisting of inner /fusion become exist, and there is a possibility that the antistatic property of the EVA may be lost because of the diffusion of the antistatic agent into the LDPE side. Therefore, it is necessary that we assess the diffusion accurately for designing of the optimal density of the antistatic agent.
The space charge profile was measured in the sample of EVA with an antistatic agent, corresponding to "EVA (ASA)", is laminated with LDPE without an antistatic agent, corresponding to "LDPE". Figure 1 shows the space charge profile in EVA(ASA)/LDPE sample around the interface. The negative space charge once formed at EVA(ASA)/LDPE interface decreased with time, and propagated into LDPE.
A space charge profile at EVA(ASA)/LDPE interface was also calculated with diffucsion equation and difference of volume conductivities between LDPE and EVA. Figure 2 shows calculation results of the cherge density in EVA(ASA) /LDPE sample. The space charge profile at EVA(ASA)/LDPE interface was qualitatively corresponded to that from space charge measurement in Fig.1 . Therefore, it was suggested that diffusion of the antistatic agent led to this space charge behavior. Figure 3 shows temporal change of the displacement of the peak position in the interface charge. In vertical axis, the peak position of the charge density at 9 min after the lamination is corresponding to "0". In this figure, when the diffusion coefficient D=2.5 × 10 -15 m 2 /s, the displacement of the peak position from the space charge measurement agree with that from the calculation. A rough coefficient of the diffusion is also estimated using the space charge measurement.
If we understand the association between an antistatic agent and the volume conductivity uniquely, it is concluded that the diffusion process of an antistatic agent in the double-layer would be accessed using the space charge measurement. An antistatic agent is often used for avoiding electrification of polymer films. In some cases, the film has a double-layer structure to improve its adhesive property. As an example, an ethylene-vinylacetate copolymer (EVA) film in which an antistatic agent is mixed, corresponding to "EVA(ASA)", is laminated with a low-density polyethylene (LDPE) film. In such a case, there is a possibility that the antistatic property of the EVA may be lost because of the diffusion of the antistatic agent into the LDPE side.
A space charge study on the EVA(ASA)/LDPE laminate was carried out using the pulsed electroacoustic method under DC voltage. The space charge once formed at EVA(ASA)/LDPE interface decreased with time, and propagated into LDPE. A space charge profile at EVA (ASA)/LDPE interface was also calculated with difference of conductivities between LDPE and EVA(ASA). The space charge profile at EVA(ASA)/LDPE interface was qualitatively corresponded to that from space charge measurement. As a result, it was suggested that diffusion of the antistatic agent led to this space charge behavior. It was considered that measurements of space charge profiles would enable the assessment of diffusion of antistatic agent in multi-layer.
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